Two little children are watching the birds and airplane too.
This is a eagle from eagles mountain.
Fish Under Water
I like the picture

This is a cute horse.
My Octopus
I have a snake that will eat leftovers.
I make a picture I like.

Turtles
I made a alligator in a cage.
Butterfly and Snake
The Gorilla is out of the zoo he out on the streets.
This is two octopus with six legs makes twelve legs too?

I have a butterfly play
The zoo has Bears Bears like you Bears like to eat
Zoo and animal cages.
I like the Butterfly. I like the cow.
The Boys are sleep in Bed
This is my rabbit. Rabbit is in the sun.
The Fishs in the pond. I like to look at the Fish in the pond. Do you?
My butterfly likes the sun and hills.
My horses is jump over the fence.
Many thanks to Joy Vander Hill
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